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Abstract

The aim of this study is to evaluate if the sweat produced by COVID-19 persons (SARS-CoV-2 PCR
positive) has a different odour for trained detection dogs than the sweat produced by non COVID-19
persons. The study was conducted on 3 sites, following the same protocol procedures, and involved a
total of 18 dogs. A total of 198 armpits sweat samples were obtained from different hospitals. For each
involved dog, the acquisition of the specific odour of COVID-19 sweat samples required from one to
four hours, with an amount of positive samples sniffing ranging from four to ten. For this proof of
concept, we kept 8 dogs of the initial group (explosive detection dogs and colon cancer detection dogs),
who performed a total of 368 trials, and will include the other dogs in our future studies as their
adaptation to samples scenting takes more time.
The percentages of success of the dogs to find the positive sample in a line containing several other
negative samples or mocks (2 to 6) were 100p100 for 4 dogs, and respectively 83p100, 84p100, 90p100
and 94p100 for the others, all significantly different from the percentage of success that would be
obtained by chance alone.
We conclude that there is a very high evidence that the armpits sweat odour of COVID-19+ persons is
different, and that dogs can detect a person infected by the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
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Canine olfactive detection has proven its efficacy in numerous situations (explosives, drugs, bank
notes…) including for early diagnosis of human diseases: various cancers, alert of diabetic or epileptic
people in immediate alarm of crisis (1) The Nosaïs project, conducted by the UMES (Unité de Médecine
de l’Elevage et du Sport) at Alfort school of veterinary medicine (France), has been set up in order to
develop the scientific approach of medical detection dogs. The occurence of the COVID-19 pandemia
led the Nosaïs team to start a multicentric study on the olfactive detection of SARS-CoV-2 positive
people involving:
-

Alfort school of veterinary, Seine et Marne Fire and Emergency department, DiagNose ,
Cynopro Detection Dogs and a pool of the great Paris area hospitals
University of Corsica, South Corsica Fire and Emergency department, Corsica Gendarmerie,
Ajaccio General Hospital, Ajaccio EHPAD Eugenie Hospital, Regional Health Agency of Corsica
French-Lebanese University of Beirout, Hotel Dieu de France Hospital (Lebanon).

Fighting such a viral outbreak requires a widespread testing, one of the key measures for tackling the
pandemic. In June 2020, facing a decline of COVID-19, it is possible to say that countries that have
mastered their outbreak, and were able to maintain the number of infected people low, need to
perform fewer test to correctly monitor the outbreak, than those countries where the virus has spread
more widely. And for the same reasons, the timing of testing is also crucial. A high rate of testing will
be way more effective to slow an outbreak if conducted earlier on, at a time when there is fewer
infectious (2).
For this reason, and because of the potential risk of second wave of COVID-19 in the North Hemisphere,
and facing the spreading of the disease in some of the South Hemisphere countries, we decided to
launch the Nosaïs COVID-19 assessment on May 1st 2020.
The proof-of-concept study is based on the preliminary assumption that dogs, with their highly
advanced sense of smell, could be trained to discriminate COVID-19 positive people from negative
ones, in relation with the excretion of specific catabolites induced by the SARS-CoV-2 virus cellular
actions or replications in the sweat. Our first and main basic question, though, is “Does the sweat of a
COVID-19 positive patient have a specific odour, distinct from the one of COVID-19 negative people,
for trained detection dogs ?”

Medical detection dogs: state of play
a) Volatil Organic Compounds (VOCs)
Volatil Organic Compounds (VOCs) represent a large range of stable chemical products, volatile at an
ambient temperature, and are detectable, for those of interest in dog’s olfaction, in breath, urine,
tears, saliva, faeces and sweat. Most studies on volatile biomarkers have been conducted on breath
samples, even if other matrices (urine and faeces mainly) have been studied.
They are more and more frequently used for dog olfactive detection of explosives, drugs, banknotes,
conservation (reintroduction and survey of wild species), endangered species traffic and so on (3). Skin
is the largest human organ, accounting for approximately 12 to 15 p100 of the body weight (4). VOCs
emanating from skin contribute to a person’s body odour, and may convey important information
about metabolic processes; they are produced by eccrine, apocrine and sebaceous glands secretions,
are the major source of underarms odorants, and play a role in chemical signalling (5) ; on this point,
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numerous studies have been performed in order to characterize the specificity of underarms VOCs
produced by apocrine glands (6, 7, 8, 9).
Tracking dogs trained to recognize an individual’s scent on garments from a particular body (e.g. chest,
arm, underarm, leg) are not reliably able to generalize the individual’s odour to other body parts,
suggesting that a different odorant milieu may characterize the back and the forearm (10).
Sweat from the palms of hands, soles of feet and the forehead comes mainly from eccrine glands and
sebum; in that case, most of the compounds have been documented to be organic acids ranging in
carbon size from C2 to C20, the most abundant being C16 and C18 saturated, monounsaturated and
di-unsaturated, which are not volatile at body temperature (11). A more recent study confirmed that
human sweat is different depending on the anatomic site on humans, and that underarm sweat
appears as the most efficient in term of organic compounds turning volatile at ambient temperature
close to bodylike temperature (12).
This partly explains that in our detection dogs study we chose to sample underarm sweat in the
armpits.
b) Non infectious diseases detection dogs
For centuries, our human sense of smell has been used by medicine practitioners, be it for recognising
gas gangrene on the battle field or diabetic ketoacidosis. Scent detection by animals has been
published in a large number of diagnostic studies, which all suggest similar or even superior accuracy
compared with standard diagnostic methods (13).
A bibliography request on PubMed including the key words “dog, detection and cancer” leads to 2612
publications, demonstrating that the dog’s nose is now considered as a tool for early detection of main
cancers and their prevention. An exhaustive review was published by Angle in 2016 (14) on the subject.
The hypothesis that dogs could be able to detect malignant tumors based on their specific odour was
put forward by Williams in 1989 (15). The first clinical investigation of cancer was published by Willis
(16) on bladder cancer in 2010, after having published a proof of principle study in 2004 (17). Several
positive studies have been performed on colorectal cancer screening with odour material by canine
scent detection (18, 19), and some tendencies have been recorded for lung cancer (20, 21, 22, 23),
melanoma (24, 25), prostate (26, 27, 28), or liver (29) cancers.
The dog’s nose is also now currently utilised in order to prevent the consequences of crisis (or even
prevent them) for diabetic (30, 31, 32, 33) and epileptic people (70).
New diseases are starting to be explored (ovarian cancers or degenerative diseases like Parkinson), as
dogs training techniques are now much better known and specific volatile organic compounds
considered as solid biomarkers.
c) Infectious and parasitic diseases
Several studies have used dogs in attempt to differentiate a range of target odours among insects and
parasites. For example, Wallner (34) trained dogs to locate egg masters of the gypsy moth with a
95p100 success rate. A study conducted by Richards (35) assessed the dog ability to differentiate
between nematods infected and uninfected sheep faeces. But recently, Guest (36) did show that
trained dogs can identify people infested with malaria parasites thanks to their olfactive capacities.
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Bacteriological diseases can also be detected by the dog’s superior olfactory system as Bomers (37, 38)
demonstrated during a hospital outbreak of Clostridium difficile. Rats’ olfaction is also used now for
the detection of tuberculosis in East Africa (39).
In a study by Maurer (40) dogs were trained to distinguish urine samples that were positive for
bacteriuria (E. Coli, Enterococcus, Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella) from those of culture-negative
controls. All dogs performed with similarly accuracy: overall sensitivity was at or near 100p100, and
specificity was above 90p100.
Concerning virus detection, dogs are able to differentiate cellular cultures infected by the virus of the
bovine mucosae disease from non-infected cultures, or from those infected by other viruses (bovine
herpes 1 or bovine parainfluenza 3) (14).
The knowledge we have now, with a permanent increase in scientific backgrounds, led the Nosaïs
canine medical detection team of Alfort School of veterinary medicine to set up a program related to
the early detection of COVID-19 on humans. The first phase of the program is to train dogs to sniff
human sweat samples and see if they can differentiate the sweat odour of COVID-19+ patients
compared to that of COVID-19- persons. We make the assumption that the replications and cellular
actions of the virus SARS-CoV-2 generate specific metabolites and catabolites that can be excreted by
the apocrine sudoral glands and generate VOCs that the dogs can “identify”. In a second time, we
attempt to validate the method with the dogs checking samples one by one instead of comparatively,
in order to fit with what could be an operational utilisation of such trained dogs.

Material and Methods

The study is conducted on 3 different sites following the same protocol:
-

Paris (France): Alfort School of Veterinary Medicine
Ajaccio (France): South Corsica Fire and Emergency Dept
Beirout (Lebanon): French-Lebanese University Saint Joseph

a) Samples
Nature of samples
We chose to work on axillary sweat samples for different reasons:
-

-

Those already explained in a previous paragraph of this paper
Sweat does not appear to be a route of excretion for SARS-CoV-2 virus (41, 42)
Anticipating possible future practical applications of dogs trained to detect people carrying
the SARS-CoV-2 virus; if the results of our studies are positive, sweat (even if not the only
one) is the key odour for search and rescue or tracking dogs (43)
Anatomical sites of sampling are armpits, considering this site is hardly passively
contaminable by the positive patient (Figure 1)

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Positive samples are realised on patients showing clinical symptoms of COVID-19, who were COVID-19
positive on RT-PCR or PCR test for SARS-CoV-2.
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Patients were excluded from the study protocole if they had received a medical treatment for more
than 36 hours, in order to avoid possible interferences with long-term medical treatments in the sweat
VOCs. Samples are collected by doctors, interns or nurses who were trained to not contaminate the
samples with their own odours.
A training video and the necessary equipment has been provided to each staff in charge of samples
collections.
Negative samples are collected the same wa, by the same trained staffs, from patients who met the
following inclusion criteria:
- no clinical symptoms related to COVID-19
- negative on SARS-CoV-2 PCR test
In order to avoid any dog creancement on the olfactive “background noise” of positive sampling sites,
both positive and negative samples collections were made in the same locations.
A total of 198 samples (101 positive samples and 97 negative samples) were collected at the endpoint
date of the present study (May 28th, 2020), and their distribution according to sites and sex is reported
on Table 1.
Sampling supports
Two types of sampling supports are used:
-

Sterile gauze swabs utilised by the hospitals or sterile gauze filters utilised for explosive
detection (provided by DiagNose comp.)
Inert polymers tubes utilised for explosives, drugs or criminology detection (provided by
Gextent comp.)(Figure 2)

The polymers tubes are able to adsorb both polar and apolar molecules, and therefore will be sent to
the University of Corsica Pascal Paoli (France) for precise chemical analysis in order to try to identify
sweat biomarkers of COVID-19.

Table 1: Distribution of the axillary sweat samples realised on each site
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Figure 1: Sampling in armpit

Practical realisation and storage of samples
All samples are taken in different hospitals (Great Paris, Ajaccio, Beirout) by medical doctors or
internists, helped by a nurse.
Negative samples do not request particular safety protection, the sampler wearing a new pair of
surgical gloves in order not to contaminate the sample with his own odours.

Figure 2: Sampling supports

Positive samples are realised wearing the full COVID-19 safety protection and two pairs of new gloves
for the sampler.
Samples are put in anti-UV sterile containers, disinfected by the helper, coded (including Left or Right
armpit), and those then placed in a second plastic envelope.
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A sample is never used for dog training prior 24 hours after sampling the sweat, as the SARS-CoV-2
virus does not survive more than a few hours on cotton and disposable gauze (44). A more recent study
concludes that absorbent materials like cotton and gauze are way safer than no-absorptive materials
for protection from SARS-CoV-2 infection (45).
All coded samples are then stored at a constant temperature (18°C) and hygrometry (45p100).
Before being sampled, each person receives explanations on the protocol and signs an individual
enlightened agreement form that stays by the hospital in the medical files of the patients. (Figure 3)

Figure 3: Individual enlightened agreement form (in french as provided to people)
Individual anonymous data are registered on a second form that (table 2) follows the coded samples.
In Beirout (Lebanon), due to the local hot climate, samples are stored at a temperature of +6°C,
constant hygrometry.
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Table 2: Anonymous sampled persons data registration form

b) Canine Ressources
The dogs
The 18 dogs that started the experimentation and their characteristics are regrouped in Table 3 and
belong to:
-

Paris site: Firefighters and Emergency Dept. 77 (Seine et Marne), DiagNose comp., CynoPro
Detection Dog comp.
Ajaccio site: Firefighters and Emergency Dept. 2a (South Corsica), National Gendarmerie
(Corsica)
Beirout site: Barbara (Lebanon) Mario k9

We just present two of the dogs who participates to our study (Figures 4 and 5)

Figure 4 : Dog “Oslo”
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Figure 5 : Dog “Gun”

For this study we decided to include three different types of detection dogs (Table 3):
-

-

Explosives detection dogs, trained to detect 30 to 40 different types of explosives but
moreover used to work on a line of samples that they have to sniff individually. For such dogs,
if COVID-19+ samples have a specific odour, they only have to upload one more odour in their
olfactive memory bank.
Search and rescue dogs, trained to perform disaster and area search, mainly work through the
scent of the sweat of the persons, which explains also our choice.
Colon cancer detection dogs trained on rectal gases.

We did not decide to work with drug detection dogs as there is always a possibility that COVID-19
positive or negative people use prohibited substances that would let catabolites be excreted by the
axillary sweat.
Most of the dogs included in our study are Belgian Malinois Shepherds because it is actually the most
represented breed in working dogs french structure, but we insist on the point that lots of canine
breeds or mongrel dogs could develop the same olfactive detection qualities.
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Table 3: Characteristics of the dogs entering the study

Safety of the dogs regarding SARS-CoV-2 virus infection
There has been very few, isolated and criticizable reports on the passive carriage of SARS-CoV-2 virus
by the dog, with very small amounts of viral RNA, indicating that the samples, collected by an infected
person, had a very low viral load (46). The low viral titres observed in this dog suggest it had developed
a low-productive infection, and the likelihood of infectious transmission was minimal or none existent.
A second case was alerted in Hong-Kong when the owner tested positive for COVID-19 infection stayed
in quarantine with his two dogs. One of them was tested positive for quantitative PCR but never had
any symptom, the other stayed negative (47). As with the first dog, the infection was very low positive
and non-contagious.
In the USA, Idexx Laboratories tested more than 4000 canine specimens during its validation of a new
veterinary test system for the SARS-CoV-2 virus and found no positive animal (48). More recently a
first study conducted in Alfort School of Veterinary Medicine (France) showed the absence of SARSCoV-2 infection in dogs in close contact of a cluster of COVID-19 patients (49).
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Finally, the CDC (Center for Disease Control and Prevention) in the USA (50), and the ANSES (Agence
Nationale de Sécurité Environnementale et Sanitaire) in France (51) attest that there is absolutely no
evidence that pet animals, and especially dogs, play any significant role in the transmission or in
spreading the virus that causes COVID-19, and the risk is considered as close to zero.
Training and first testing of the dogs
The dogs are first trained to work on a line of sample carriers (Figures 6 and 7), and dogs are taught to
sit in front of the cone (box) containing the positive sample. The method is based on positive
reinforcement (the dog gets his toy for each correct marking).

Figure 6: Testing equipment

Figure 7: Testing equipment details
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For each involved dog, the acquisition of the specific odour of COVIS-19+ sweat samples required from
one to four hours, with an amount of positive samples sniffing ranging from four to ten.
Testing protocol
Once the training period was considered as completed by the dog’s handler, the dog was not anymore
in contact with any sample prior to a trials session, and the data collection regarding the success or
failure to detect a COVID19+ sweat odour started.
At that time, the dog must alert for COVID19+ sweat odour contained in one box only, out of 3,4, 6 or
7 boxes(depending on the study site, see Figure 8) presented in a line. The other boxes contained
negative samples or mocks, but always with only mock in the line (Figure 9).

Figure 8: Testing line of 4 samples

This whole period lasted 21 days because most dogs could not work on a daily basis. No disease,
symptoms or clinical abnormalities have been reported on any of the dogs involved in the study during
the whole testing period.
The standard environmental conditions for canine olfactive detection were observed (temperature
+18°C, hygrometry 50p100).
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Figure 9: Positive marking on the line

A “trial” consisted of one dog detecting the presence of the COVID-19+ in one box out of the 3, 4, 6 or
7 boxes. One positive sample could be used several times at different spots in the line for the same
dog (3 times maximum). All the trials are independent from each other, which means that for each
trial, the location of the COVID-19 positive box was randomly assigned by using a randomization
dedicated wellsite (52)
Both samples and sample carriers were manipulated by the same person, wearing sanitary barrier
protections and a pair of new surgical gloves at each trial, in order to avoid any olfactive contamination
or interaction. All sample carriers were disinfected (acetone) between each trial.
Both the dog and his handler stayed in another room with no visual or audio access to the testing room
between two trials, when the COVID-19+ sample was placed in a new box randomly assigned.
The same two researchers were dedicated to the registration of individual data (Table 4 ). A success
was defined if the dog alerts the one box containing the COVID-19+ sweat sample (Figure 9). A failure
was defined if the dog alerts on any of the other boxes. Trials were registered from the moment dogs
recognized positive sample among other samples (mock or negative ones) without having sniffed any
of them previously to the test. If the dog marks first a negative sample, the trial is considered as failed
even if he marks the positive afterwards.

Table 4: Trials individual registration form
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Results and statistical analysis
Since the objective of the study is a proof-of-concept one, we did not aim to provide evidence that a
whole population of trained dogs are able to detect COVID-19 positive samples, but rather to provide
evidence that a well-trained dog is able to detect COVID-19 positive samples.
Such evidence is provided if one observes from one dog a higher proportion of successes than the one
expected by chance alone. Therefore, the target population is not a population of dogs, but the whole
population of trials (consisting of infinitive number of trials) for one dog, each dog being considered as
a “diagnostic tool”.
At the end point date, three search and rescue dogs have been withdrawn of the protocol for being
unable to adapt to an olfactive search on a line of samples and eight of the same category are late in
their testing period due to this necessary basic “retraining”.
The results are therefore presented on eight dogs who followed the whole process, as they appear
demonstrative enough to answer our first question. A total of 232 trials were made using 33 positive
samples in France (Alfort and Ajaccio), and 136 trials for 68 positive samples in Lebanon (Beirout).
In order to provide evidence that the successes were not obtained by chance alone, the proportion of
successes for one dog out of the total number of trials was calculated, along with it 95p100 confidence
intervals (95%CI) calculated by using the Clopper-Pearson’s method (53). The proportion of successes
obtained by chance alone (thereafter called “random choice proportion”) was calculated by dividing
one by the total number of sample carriers placed in the sniffing line. All the trials for one dog used
the same total number of sample carriers. This total number of sample carriers depended on the site
location. If the value of the random choice was not included within the 95% of the estimated
proportion of successes for one dog, the null hypothesis according to which the dog chose the COVID19 positive sample carrier by chance was rejected with a probability of type-i error of 0,05 (Table 5).
Table 5 presents the results obtained from the seven dogs of the study. The observed proportion of
successes (i.e., the dog correctly detected the COVID-19 positive sample carrier) for each dog was
significantly different from the one which would be observed by chance alone.

Table 5: Results obtained on the dogs that finished the training period (n=8)
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Discussion
The results of this first proof of concept study demonstrate that COVID-19 positive people produce an
axillary sweat that has a different odour, for the detection dog, than COVID-19 negative persons. It
strongly suggests the hypothesis according to which dogs can be trained to detect SARS-CoV-2
contaminating people, contained in axillary sweat which is easy and safe to collect (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Individual results of the dogs and confidence intervals (CI) of the study and random
choices values
Regardless of the nature of the dog’s detection system and the fact that biology will never be an exact
science, both false positive (where the dog detects the target present when it is absent) and false
negative (where the target is present but the dog fails to detect it) errors occur in every single detection
system, including highly sophisticated machines.
Uncertain negative results of RT-PCR regarding COVID-19 range from 22 to 30p100 (54, 55, 56), and
RT-PCR results from several test at different points appear variable from the same patients during the
course for diagnosis and treatment of patients (55).
In our proof-of-concept study, two negative samples, according to our described inclusion criteria for
negative samples, were marked positive by two dogs; the information was immediately sent to the
concerned hospital through the anonymous samples codes, and PCRs that were redone on the patients
gave positive results. As said, the dogs are sniffing for specific molecules induced by the SARS-CoV-2
virus presence and dogs have no reason to lie as long as there is no environmental disturbance during
their work.
By registering all the events, data, and filming every single trial for each dog, we were able to
understand the reasons for some of the rare false negative marking that occurred: a horse passing
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closely by the working room (Alfort is a veterinary school…) or the presence of a too zealous television
team that did not respect the edited procedures for example.
Sniffing behaviour of the dog is actively controlled during investigatory behaviour and rapidly
modulated in response to sensory input so that the transport of VOCs to the olfactory epithelium and
thus the olfactory proceeding is optimized (57).
Another case of false positive marking in our study looks interesting to analyse. We took also negative
samples of axillary sweat on some the people directly involved in our study. One of these samples,
made on a young woman, was marked positive by two male dogs without any environmental
disturbance, but the dogs showing more excitation for the sample than usually for other positive ones.
We investigated the case and found that this woman had been sampled during her fertile period, and
therefor we looked at the sexual pheromones related to the period.
Androsterone, androstenol and isovaleric acid contribute to odour profiles, and the human axillary
odour seems to have a communicative role analogous to that of the odours from specialized skin glands
of animals. Some animal species have apocrine sudoral or aprocrine sebaceous glands, similar to those
of the human axilla. These glands have prominent social functions, including a complex system of
chemical messages (pheromones) that provoke specific types of behaviour. Published studies (58)
show that the presence of androstenone in female axillary sweat make females more sexually
attractive in different species including humans.
In Shakespeare’s day, a woman in her fertile period used to hold a peeled apple under her arm until
the fruit became saturated with her armpit scent ; then she presented this “love apple” to her lover to
inhale in order to provoke his sexual excitation. Pheromones are defined as substances produced by
on animal which conveys information to other individuals by olfactory means (59). And in such a
situation androsterone and molecules like benzoate derivates, excreted in axillary sweat, enhance
sexual attraction by men toward women near the end of follicular phase of the menstrual cycle when
fertility is at highest (60, 61).
In bitches, during oestrus, these molecules are part of the secretions that are highly attractive to male
dogs and enhance sexual excitement (62, 63, 64). This fact explains the fail (false positive) of the two
male dogs, and shows that such situations should be included in future male dogs training on human
axillary sweat samples.
In our study, like in many others conducted on dog olfactive detection, the performance is defined in
accordance with what is called the signal-detection theory (65, 66). Concha (67) describes it as follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.

True positive : the dog indicates the target odour by a “sit” response
False positive : the dog alerts to a non target position (control)
False negative : the dog fails to exhibit the trained alert in the presence of the target odour
True negative : the dog does not alert in the absence of the target odour

All the trials of the dogs were filmed, in order to check afterwards more precisely their sniffing
behaviour. This will allow us to determinate the duration of each trial before the dog alerts. The
encoding of the presence/absence encoding stimulus is very rapid in the dog, and its discrimination
seems to require only one sniff (68), therefor, thinking about future practical applications of our study,
prolonged sniffing does not seem to be necessary when the target odour is absent (COVID-19 negative
samples or people) (69).
Future analysis of the results will also allow us to have a better appreciation of the impact of the results
of the impact of the quality of the samples on the olfactive performances of the dogs. We will also
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compare the marking behaviours of the dogs with the characteristics of the sampled COVID-19+
persons (age, gender, ethnic origin).
We will work on some limits we are aware of, like the eventual presence in the organism of the COVID19 positive patients of other pathogens, the dogs’ attitude facing other types of respiratory diseases,
and the correlations that might exist between the dog alert on positive samples and other biological
tests than RT-PCR.
Finally, after this working period, we also can conclude what will look at what is an evidence for good
cynotechnicians: dogs already trained to work on a line of samples and explosives/detection dogs can
be efficient to detect COVID-19 very quickly (a few days), where search and rescue dogs need first to
be readapted to a new methodology (for them) and will take a few weeks to be efficient.
We conclude that there is a high evidence that dogs can detect a person infected by the virus
responsible for COVID-19 disease.

Conclusion

In a context where, in many countries worldwide, diagnostic tests are lacking in order to set up a mass
detection of COVID-19 contaminant people, we think it is important to explore the possibility of
introducing dog olfactive detection as a rapid, reliable and cheap “tool” to either pre-test willing
people or be a fast checking option in certain circumstances. The first step for such an approach was
to determinate if the samples we decided to choose (axillary sweat) could allow the dogs to olfactively
discriminate between positive and negative people regarding COVID-19. In this proof-of-concept study
provide evidence according to which the axillary sweat of SARS-CoV-2 contaminated persons can be
detected by trained dogs.
The next step is to carry out a validation study with the same dogs of this proof-of-concept study which
will provide the sensibility and specificity of the dog’s diagnostic. If such sensitivity and specificity are
high enough, then this new study will provide evidence that national authorities may use trained dogs
to detect COVID-19 in settings where equipment and money are lacking to perform standard serology
or RT-PCR tests, or as a complementary method in other settings.
This first study is fully responding to the concept of “one health-one medicine”, as involving medical
doctors, veterinarians, dog handlers, chemists and… dogs !
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